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Hood Life 

It was not that long ago that gangs were considered inconsequential because their 

activities were limited within their own neighborhoods. The violence that they demonstrated was 

largely at other rival gang members. Gangs were a misunderstood aspect of society to those 

individuals who were not involved in that lifestyle. Thus, society and in part the police, 

dismissed the problem. I cannot tell you how many times, as a youth, I heard the term, “Oh it 

was gang related” after hearing gunshots, which around the neighborhood meant basically 

nothing was going to be done about it. It was common when I was growing up for gang members 

who committed violent crimes, such as murder, to get a light jail sentence of three years because 

the crime was considered gang related. It appeared as if society did not care because they were 

“only” killing other gang members. As time has gone on, I do not believe there are many today, 

who would disagree that gangs and their lifestyles have become a social crisis here in the United 

States. In the article “Poverty, Broken Homes, Violence: The Making of a Gang Member” the 

author states that, “Approximately 5,750 people were killed in Los Angeles County alone in the 

past ten years in gang-related violence, many of them children and teenagers” (Slanzi 2). Gang 

activities have grown well beyond their neighborhood borders. Gang violence is a changing 

problem which directly affects members and communities at large: gang members are risking 

their lives for a sense of inclusion, while communities witness brutal homicides. This increased 
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violence can be minimized through additional resources and information being provided to at-

risk kids and teens and their communities. 

 Gangs are dangerous and the lifestyle in which they engage in has the capacity to destroy 

lives. In the article, “Youth Gangs” the author, states that “During the 1970s about 1 percent of 

U.S. cities and about 40 percent of the states reported having problems with youth gangs” (Edgar 

1). Over the past few decades, street gang membership has increased dramatically. According to 

the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD), Los Angeles is “the ‘gang capital’ of the nation. 

There are more than 450 active gangs in the City of Los Angeles,” and they have “a combined 

membership of over 45,000 individuals” (LAPD, par. 1). Not only has membership grown, but 

the structure of street gangs and what they stand for has changed over the past few decades as 

well. When I was growing up, street gangs represented a certain neighborhood and defending 

these Barrios was the prime activity of gangs. Most of the time, fights broke out because an 

individual from one gang would cross into the territory of another rival gang. Most of the 

violence in “the hood” was gang on gang. However, it has been shown that gang activity has 

changed dramatically over the last few decades. According to the article “Violence and Gangs” 

published by Melissa Doak, gang members are no longer participating in gang on gang violence, 

but rather indulging in drug trafficking, burglary, assaults, and murders both within and outside 

of their neighborhoods (1). This increase in membership and activity has begun to directly affect 

communities, and has an extremely detrimental effect on both members and citizens. 

 Growing up in a gang infested area, I knew many kids who would one day become full-

fledged gang members. In her article, Edgar states that, “Many gang members come from 

impoverished and transitional neighborhoods, where children are born into or must contend with 

second-and-third generation street gangs” (4). Additionally, because of peer pressure it is not 
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easy for a young kid to pursue a different lifestyle when everyone in their lives is committed to 

gangs. I have witnessed many young teens be pressured by family members or friends to join the 

neighborhood gangs. One young man I have thought about often over the years was a star athlete 

at our local high school whose two older brothers belonged to a local gang. In the beginning, he 

kept himself busy with football and school; however, little by little, they chipped away at him to 

join their gang. I noticed him hanging out with them more and more, his school work began to 

suffer, and he eventually stopped playing football and began hanging with his brothers at the end 

of the cul-de-sac known in our area as “The Boys Street.” One evening, while attending a party 

down the street, a rival gang showed up accompanied by a few of the local girls. A fight ensued 

and the young man was gunned down in the middle of the block. This pressure by social groups 

to join gangs is not new. When growing up in an impoverished culture that is predominately 

gang members, a lot of these kids feel they have no other alternative. While some kids may feel 

they have no choice, others are so embedded in this lifestyle that they go so far as to commit 

murder just to be belong to a gang. 

In 2008, my friend Dr. Deborah Lepper was killed in a violent gang initiation. As she 

drove unsuspectedly along the San Bernardino freeway near her office in Pomona, she was 

targeted for her nice car. A passing car carrying gang members shot a bullet hitting her in the 

head. In order to join a gang, new members are “jumped into” the gang through an initiation. In 

her article Edgar explains that, “More radical forms of gang initiations may involve drive by 

shootings or rape” (9).  When I heard, I was in shock. Growing up “jumping in” consisted of the 

would be gang member being placed in the center of a circle, surrounded by the members of the 

gang and fighting all of them at the same time to prove how tough they were. Although I am very 

familiar with these kind of incidents happening often in my old neighborhood; I did not carry 
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over such expectations onto those who were secluded from the environment. Debbie lived a life 

far removed from gangs, and yet she was directly affected. My heart ached, it was painful to 

fathom that over twenty five years later, gangs are still affecting my life and those I loved. 

Through the police investigation, we learned that the shooter was an individual being initiated 

into the gang “Happy Town” from the city of Pomona, and that Debbie was spotted entering the 

freeway and was selected because she was driving a nice car. Debbie’s parents’ lives were 

devastated by this senseless act of violence. Unfortunately, they aren’t the only ones. Los 

Angeles and Chicago are the two U.S. cities with the highest rates of gang-related homicides. In 

the 2001 National Youth Gang Survey, researchers found “In Los Angeles and Chicago, 698 

deaths were attributed to gangs” (Edgar 19). Clearly, victims of gangs are not limited to those 

living in “the hood” or involved in gangs; thus, gang violence become a social problem that 

affects a large denomination of people.  

It is time that the prevention of gang activity becomes a priority across our nation and 

resources are made available at a local level to help combat gangs in our communities. 

According to an article written by Jennsuh, the author states, “A lack of education, another cause 

of poverty, is often in those who are considered poor, and is also seen in those who are gang 

members” (1). As a society we cannot continue to cut funding to resources that benefit our youth 

and not expect to see a rise in gang members and subsequently gang violence. Jennsruh 

continues, “Where there is more poverty there is more gangs and criminal activity. This is 

because in impoverished areas, gangs find it easier to steel and commit other such crimes” (1). 

We need to demand the same funding to our lower level schools as our higher education schools 

receive, such as sports, music, and other artistic extracurricular activities which provide at-risk 

kids with physical and social outlets. Such outlets offer a chance for bonding and socializing in a 
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healthy environment and are currently not offered at lower-income schools. All children, 

regardless of income level, need a variety of education and social experiences in order to thrive 

and become successful in life. These experiences combat the feelings of isolation that contribute 

to kids joining gangs. 

Education comes in all forms and is the key to helping solve some of the problems with 

gang violence. It is vital that we educate at-risk youths on the dangers and consequences of 

joining a street gang. The effectiveness of this strategy has been shown by the Watts Gang Task 

Force, a specialized unit that allows ex-members and those involved in gangs to join with the 

police to prevent gang violence. The LAPD has seen a significant decrease in violence in that 

area since the force’s involvement. In an article published by The New York Times, John Buntin 

states that, “What makes the initiative unusual is that many of the task force’s participants have 

close ties to street gangs. Some, like Mendenhall, are former gang leaders” (Buntin 3). In order 

to prevent membership at risk-kids need a mentor who has walked in their shoes, been in the 

same circumstances, and made similar choices. There is enlightenment that comes from listening 

to someone who has walked down the same path as you have. Additionally, by being involved, 

these ex-gang members are not just helping at-risk kids, but also the community in which these 

gangs reside. This solution may be limited by the strong hold that the false sense of security the 

gang life has upon members. However, a program that involves as-risk kids and ex-members can 

help to dissolve the false sense of community and brotherhood gangs momentarily provide. 

Being involved in the community is vital to battling gangs. In his article, Buntin also 

quotes LAPD Police Chief Charlie Beck describing how, “When riots broke out following the 

acquittal of the officers involved in the beating of Rodney King, did he realize just how 

important the consent of the public was” (Buntin 5). Perhaps if action had been taken to involve 
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the community previous to the riots, the violence caused by some gang members could have 

been minimized. As a community it is important to help fill the gap felt by some of the at-risk 

youths in the community. Not everyone has a support system at home, as a community we need 

to step in and get involved. One of the lures in joining a gang for some youth; is the void they 

feel and the sense of family that the gang provides these at-risk kids. According to Slanzi the 

author states that, “Gangs provide members a sense of belonging and protection they do not 

receive from other relationships or experiences in life” (2). Being involved and giving your time 

can make a huge difference in a young adult’s life. Being in a gang gives some youth a sense of 

belonging, but if we can give them that same experience through the community instead of 

through gangs, we can prevent kids from joining gangs.  

Brutal homicides are only part of the growing problem of gang violence. As this 

continues, both those surrounded by this lifestyle and those uninvolved, in turn, experience pain 

and suffering from such loss. While gang members commit such crimes to simply “feel” like a 

family, the effects on our society are devastating. Unless a person’s life is somehow infiltrated 

by gangs, most people go about their daily lives paying no mind to the chaos and destruction 

going on around them. As a community, we need to understand and educate ourselves on the 

culture and lifestyle of gangs. Then, we can begin to implement programs that will be successful. 

As with everything in life we have choices, however those choices are accompanied by the 

opportunities afforded to us. By providing at-risk kids with more opportunities through 

additional education, mentoring and community involvement we will be providing them the tools 

that they need to be successful in life. If these steps are not taken by our society, then the 

ultimate outcome will result in chaos, violence, and destruction. Just as Mexico is currently 

dominated by violence due to gangs, our society will in turn be controlled by such an evil. I truly 
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believe that no matter the color of our skin or the geographic area of where we live, everyone 

just wants the same thing in life, to be loved and accepted.  
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